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Shipping Guidelines 
For the California Audiovisual Preservation Project 

 
Step One: Supplies 

 Shipping labels and label envelopes provided by FedEx 

 Address labels 

 Small boxes and padded mailers provided by FedEx and/or bubble wrap, newspaper or foam 
**Styrofoam peanuts are not recommended – they can break down, get inside of film cans and tape 
containers and cause a mess 

 Sturdy boxes 

 Clear packing tape 

 ¼” - ½” acid-free white paper tape for labeling, taping down the ends of film reels and audio tape reels, and taping 
down media containers (preferably) – order from JCX Expendables in San Francisco or Christy’s in Burbank 

 
Step Two: Call FedEx (1-800-GO-FEDEX) or go online (fedex.com) to set up a FedEx account (if you don’t have one 
already) and request shipping labels, label envelopes, boxes and padded mailers. Mailers are good for enveloping video 
and audio items and can also be used for additional packaging within a box. When you talk to FedEx, it’s a good idea to 
check how much insurance comes with your account so you can be sure the value of your item is covered. We prefer 
FedEx because they are reliable and offer the best tracking system. If you’d prefer another shipping service, please 
contact CAVPP and we can discuss it. 
 
Step Three: Pack 

 Please include an inventory of recordings shipped. To avoid extra work, simply check against a copy of the 
“award” letter the CAVPP emailed. 

 Tape down ends of film reels and audio tapes – film and audiotape can unwind within a container. 

 CAVPP will assign and label your items with a unique Object Identifier and Project Identifier linking the item to 
your Institution (using a MARC Org code), but feel free to use the white tape to add your Institution’s name to the 
recording if you like. 

 If sending film that's not on a reel (presumably on a core), cushion the film with bubble wrap inside the container. 
Make sure to protect the film’s vulnerable edges - add a layer of bubble wrap on top of the film and roll a little 
around the film to make sure the film does not bang around inside the container.  

 Tape down containers for film and audio on two sides so the container doesn’t open up. 

 Make sure the box is sturdy – tape all corners. 

 Cushion objects in the box with a lot of bubble wrap and/or padded mailers to ensure the objects will not bang 
around inside the box.  

 Add a separate address label with from:/to: information and tracking number, and use clear packing tape to cover 
it. This will help the package reach its destination in case the FedEx shipping label falls off. 

 When filling out the shipping label, it’s recommended you use a low insurance claim (less than $100) to avoid 
additional fees – your account’s insurance should be enough.  

 Please note that your insurance will need to cover the materials when they are in CAVPP's care. Otherwise, when 
the materials are in transit (via FedEx) and with the vendor, the vendor's insurance will cover the materials. 

 
Step Four: Ship 

 Please ship on a Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday to ensure a package is not held somewhere over the weekend. 

 Call FedEx (1-800-GO-FEDEX) or go online (fedex.com) to request a pickup. Always write down pickup number 
in case FedEx doesn’t show up. 

 Please ship pre-paid via FedEx Standard Overnight or 2-Day delivery to: 
Kristin Lipska 
CAVPP: California Light and Sound 
Preservation Department 
University of California, Berkeley 
20 Doe Library 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
Phone number: (510) 642-3885 

 Please email Kristin with the tracking number for the shipment so she can track your package and let you know 
when it arrives safely. 

 Be sure you have sent associated metadata via CONTENTdm (one record per title)! 
 
If you have any questions about shipping, please call or email Kristin (510.642.3885 / klipska@berkeley.edu). 

http://www.jcxex.com/
http://www.christys.net/
mailto:klipska@berkeley.edu?subject=Shipment%20on%20the%20way%20to%20CAVPP!

